
“Systems thinking concepts
can aid in all aspects of our
learning cycle and can help
us explore, understand and act.
We build models or theoretical
constructs in order to make
familiar what is unfamiliar.
This is a means to help us
diagnose and  improve more
effectively and efficiently.” J.
Wilson, Changing Agriculture
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What is Management?

The word management is from the Old French ménagement which means “the art of
conducting or directing.”  When you take on the role of a manager, you are responsible
for directing the use of a set of resources - human, financial, material, intellectual and
natural – in order to achieve a desired end.  As a sustainable farm manager, this
responsibility typically involves managing the finances, labor, materials, equipment,
infrastructure, marketing and natural resources available to the farm with the aim of
producing a high quality of life for the farm family and the community in which the farm
resides.

Managing the Whole Farm System

Systems thinking is the underlying science of sustainability and the
conceptual framework for the science of agroecology.  A farm can
be viewed as an ecosystem – a community of living organisms
within which individual species occupy various spaces or niches
available in the environment – that is disturbed by humans for the
purpose of producing goods and services.  Successful sustainable
farm managers take a sophisticated systems approach to managing
economic, ecological and social interactions on the farm for
sustained production over the term.  Reflecting on your farm as a
whole provides an opportunity to identify the potential for better
utilization of farm resources, elimination of production bottlenecks
and the production of new or more profitable products.

Managing your farm for sustainability involves more than keeping an eye on the bottom
line.  By definition, sustainable farmers strive to achieve success on the triple bottom line
– managing farm performance to promote the well being of the farm family, the farm
community and the natural resources upon which agriculture depends.  Sustainable
managers appreciate the many ways, other than financial, that their farm contributes to
family and community well being.

Whole Farm Planning: An Adaptive Management Strategy

Experienced farm managers understand that good decisions do not just happen, but are the
result of thinking through goals, clarifying relationships on the farm, collecting and
organizing information, evaluating alternatives to find the best plan for the farm and the
family and regular monitoring of the plan to be sure it is working well.



Whole Farm Planning is a management strategy that is particularly useful to the
sustainable farmer because it offers practical tools for managing the complexity
associated with the multiple goals of sustainability.  Although this farm management
approach was developed primarily to assist farmers wishing to improve environmental
quality on their farms, in recent years, whole farm management has expanded to include
sustainability considerations.

Whole farm planning makes use of the “adaptive management cycle,” an iterative process
involving four specific steps: goal setting, resource assessment, enterprise assessment and
systems planning, and monitoring the plan for progress towards goals.  Farmers who have
adopted whole farm planning report improved profitability, more satisfaction with their
quality of life, and increased natural resource quality on their farms.  It is likely that the
use of adaptive management practices will become even more important to farm
sustainability as managers are required to adapt to the impacts of climate change and the
uncertain availability of material resources on farm productivity in the future.

Adaptive Management: A Four Step Cycle

Whole Farm Planning involves the use of specific planning and assessment practices that
are associated with each step of the adaptive management cycle.  Although it may be
more beneficial to begin with goal setting and move through the four steps “in order,”
many farmers start the process at the point in the cycle that makes the most sense for their
operation and build their whole farm plan from that point as time and resources permit
until they are using the entire four step cycle.

Step 1: Goal Setting

Everyone has goals in mind that guide their actions and aid in decision-making.  The most
successful sustainable farmers set goals in a deliberate way and regularly revisit those
goals – typically at least once a year.  One approach to goal setting that can be particularly
useful to sustainable farmers is the Holistic Management practice of developing a three
part holistic goal.  The holistic goal sets out specific goals for the quality of life of the
people on the farm, specifies the means of producing that desired quality of life using farm
resources and envisions the future resource base needed to sustain the farm far into the
future.

The holistic goal is a particularly powerful approach to goal setting in sustainable
agriculture because it helps the farm manager keep in mind the ultimate purpose of a
sustainable farm which to provide a high quality of life for the people who depend on it
for their livelihood.  The use of the holistic goal in farm planning encourages creativity in
identifying enterprises that are a “good fit” for the farm ecosystem by guiding the
selection of a site specific production system in order to make best use of available
resources.  And the future resource base element of the holistic goal helps the manager
keep the long term ecosystem health of the farm in mind as short term planning and
management decisions are made.  The holistic goal also makes clear the relationships on



“Sustainable agriculture is an
ongoing discovery of how
things work and interact on
your farm.  By seeing the
interconnectedness of how
one thing affects another, we
can put together a series of
practices that will make a
farm sustainable and
successful” R. Macher

the farm and between the farm and community.  For all these reasons, taking the time to
develop a holistic goal and to use it to guide management decisions is well worth it!

Step Two: Resource Assessment

An important step in the adaptive management cycle is to evaluate the resources available
to the farm manager.  These resources include labor, intellectual, skills, natural, material,
financial, social and infrastructure that might be used to manage a successful sustainable
farm. An honest appraisal of the resources available to the farmer is needed before the
process of planning a profitable farm system can begin.

Resource assessment involves doing research to gather information about the quality and
availability of resources on the farm and in the surrounding community and using this
information to create maps of your farm and the surrounding region. You will use the
information gathered in this step to assess the ability of your farm to profitably produce
and market different products of interest to you.  Some practices that are useful to
developing the information needed for resource assessment include making relationship
diagrams and taking skills assessment tests to determine the nature of the human
resources engaged with the farm, obtaining aerial photos of your farm, soil maps, water
quality and local climate information from the Natural Resources Conservation Service
and the Cooperative Extension Service, and using Google Maps or similar free internet
mapping programs to assess the location of the farm in relation to potential markets and
other community features that could impact farm operations positively or negatively.
Another important step in resource assessment is to check into local or state regulations
pertaining to farm operations and learn what you can about government programs that
support farms and promote farm profitability.

Step Three: Enterprise Analysis and Systems Planning

Planning the whole farm system – from production through
marketing – is the third step in the adaptive management
cycle.  Before committing to the production and marketing of
a specific mix of products, there are always fundamental
questions to address.  Every farm enterprise presents an array
of costs and benefits, which change depending on the goals
of the farmer, the farm’s natural resource base, the
relationship to other farm enterprises and the farm location
relative to available markets.  Enterprise analysis and
systems planning helps you weigh all of these considerations
so that you can confidently select the set of enterprises best
suited to your farm resources.

Enterprise analysis begins with a determination of potential profitability and the
suitability of an enterprise for your farm system. Two enterprise analysis practices that
are widely used in business planning and particularly useful to sustainable farm planning
are: 1) an enterprise profitability analysis developed from production budgets and, 2) an



analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis) of the
enterprise.  When you have developed a set of enterprises that meet your desired
profitability level and you have determined that set of enterprises are a good fit for your
farm based on the results of your SWOT analysis, you are ready consider your farm as a
whole system.

Taking a step back and examining your farming operation as a whole is a critical step in
sustainable farm management.  Sustainable managers strive to create mutually supportive
relationships among the different enterprises and the natural resource base of the farm.  In
order to do this, you must consider how successfully each enterprise interacts with and
supports the whole.  Reflecting on your farm as a whole system also provides an
opportunity to identify the potential for better utilization of farm resources, eliminate
production bottlenecks and consider the production of new or more profitable products.

Step Four: Monitoring Farm Performance

The final step in whole farm management is to monitor progress towards your farm goals.
Monitoring involves the assessment of farm performance using indicators.  Using
indicators to monitor farm performance offers farmers a tool that supports a better
understanding of the implications of different management choices and builds confidence
in decision-making.

Indicators are simple measures of performance of any kind of complex system.  You are
probably already using in your life.  For example:

• When you go to the doctor for a checkup, your temperature is a quick and simple
way to test your health.  In other words, a temperature of 98.6 o F is an indicator
of good health.

• The grades on a report card are an indicator of academic performance. In other
words, a grade of A+ is an indicator of excellent performance as a student.

• The oil, temperature and fuel gauges on your car dashboard are each an indicator
of engine operation.  If all systems are operating with normal ranges, your engine
is running properly.

Using indicators provides a simple way to monitor the performance of a complex system.
Indicators are also commonly used to track changes in performance as a result of a
change made to the system.  Take the student above as an example:  If the A student’s
grades drop to B’s and C’s after taking a part-time job, it might be time reconsider the
benefits of the part-time work against the costs to performance as a student.

Indicators are useful to farm decision-making in a variety of ways.  In whole farm
planning, indicators are used as an aid in setting short term farm goals, to make planning
decisions such as choosing among different crops, value-added products or markets, and
to evaluate the success of changes in farm practices. Monitoring with indicators can be



particularly useful as early warning signals that a change in management is not going as
expected.

There are a number of indicators of farm performance in common use among farmers in
the U.S. and in Europe.  Recent research suggests that many of these same indicators are
used by farmers in western North Carolina to assess farm performance, monitor the
effects of management changes and to confirm that the farm is staying on the path to
sustainability.

Whole Farm Planning Worksheets

If you are interested to learn more about whole farm planning or would like to try some
adaptive management practices described in this chapter, check out the CRAFT Whole
Farm Planning worksheet series and other resources listed below.

CRAFT Whole Farm Planning Worksheet Series

This worksheet series offers farmers a whole farm planning self-study course that can be
used to develop a whole farm plan for your farm.  The worksheet series was developed to
be used with three publications: Whole Farm Planning: Ecological Imperatives, Personal
Values and Economics, by Elizabeth Henderson and Karl North, Making Your Small
Farm Profitable, by Ron Macher, and Sustainable Vegetable Production from Startup to
Market by Vern Grubinger.  See the resource list below to find out more information
about how to obtain these publications.

1. Introduction to Whole Farm Planning
2. Forming Your Holistic Goal
3. Conducting a Farm Resource Assessment
4. Introduction to Farm Business Management
5. Enterprise Analysis
6. Profitability Analysis
7. Putting It All Together: Envisioning the Whole Farm System
8. Monitoring Farm Performance

Whole Farm Planning Resources

Whole Farm Planning: Ecological Imperatives, Personal Values and Economics. 2004.
Elizabeth Henderson and Karl North. Northeast Organic Farming Association (NOFA)
Interstate Council, Organic Principles and Practices Handbook Series. ISBN 0-9748886-
3-X.

Making Your Small Farm Profitable. 1999. Ron Macher. Storey Books.  ISBN 1-58017-
161-3



Sustainable Vegetable Production From Start-Up to Market. 1999. Vernon Grubinger.
NRAES-104. ISBN-13: 978-0935817454

Plan and Manage the Whole Farm, NC Cooperative Extension Service.
http://transylvania.ces.ncsu.edu/content/wholefarmplan

Whole-Farm Planning for Economic and Environmental Sustainability.  2000. R. Janke.
Kansas State University MF-2403 http://www.oznet.ksu.edu/library/hort2/MF2403.pdf

Whole Farm Planning at Work: Success Stories of Ten Farms. J. MacKenzie and L.
Kemp. The Minnesota Project. www.mnproject.org/publications/studies.PDF

Holistic Management: A Whole Farm Decision-making Framework
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/PDF/holistic.pdf

The Holistic Goal, a website created by John Gerber, certified holistic management
educator, takes you step-by-step through developing a holistic goal statement for your
farm.  http://www.umass.edu/umext/jgerber/hmpage/hmpage2/holisticgoal.htm

Changing Agriculture: An Introduction to Systems Thinking. 1993. Jim Wilson.
Kangaroo Press.  ISBN-13: 978-0864174895

ICRA Guidelines for Systems Diagrams. http://www.icra-
edu.org/objects/anglolearn/Systems_Diagrams-Guidelines1.pdf

Farm Prosperity Sustainable Decision Tool.  2009. L. Lengnick and S. Kask.

Business Planning Resources

Evaluating A Rural Enterprise. 2002. P.Sullivan and L. Greer.
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/PDF/evalrural.pdf

A Primer for Selecting New Enterprises for your Farm. 2003. T. Woods and S. Isaacs.
Ag. Econ. Extension 00-13.  http://www.uky.edu/Ag/AgEcon/pubs/ext_aec/ext2000-13.pdf

Whole Farm Resource Inventory. North Carolina Cooperative Extension.
http://transylvania.ces.ncsu.edu/content/wholefarminventory

Northeast Small Scale, Sustainable Farmer Skill Self-Assessment Tool.
http://www.smallfarm.org/uploads/uploads/Files/in%20debth%20self%20assessment.pdf

Enterprise Budgets in Farm Management. University of Maryland.
http://extension.umd.edu/publications/pdfs/fs545.pdf

Enterprise Budgets and Production Costs for Organic Production. 2004. H. Born.
https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/enterprisebudgets.html

http://transylvania.ces.ncsu.edu/content/wholefarmplan
http://www.oznet.ksu.edu/library/hort2/MF2403.pdf
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/PDF/holistic.pdf
http://www.umass.edu/umext/jgerber/hmpage/hmpage2/holisticgoal.htm
http://www.icra-edu
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/PDF/evalrural.pdf
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/AgEcon/pubs/ext_aec/ext2000-13.pdf
http://transylvania.ces.ncsu.edu/content/wholefarminventory
http://www.smallfarm.org/uploads/uploads/Files/in%20debth%20self%20assessment.pdf
http://extension.umd.edu/publications/pdfs/fs545.pdf
https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/enterprisebudgets.html


Containers and Packaging: Fruits and Vegetables. 1991. K. Gast. Kansas State University.
http://www.okfarmtoschool.com/pdf/containers-and-packaging.pdf.

Wholesale Market Price Reports. USDA Agricultural Marketing Service.
http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/ams.fetchTemplateData.do?template=TemplateO&navID=
ViewU.S.TerminalMarketPriceReports&rightNav1=ViewU.S.TerminalMarketPriceReports&top
Nav=&leftNav=&page=FVMarketNewsTerminalMarketReportsMore

Organic Price Report. Rodale Institute. http://www.rodaleinstitute.org/Organic-Price-Report

North Carolina Dept. of Agriculture http://www.ncagr.com
marketing home page   http://www.ncagr.com/markets/index.htm

North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service. http://www.ces.ncsu.edu

North Carolina Agricultural Statistics http://www.agr.state.nc.us/stats

http://www.okfarmtoschool.com/pdf/containers-and-packaging.pdf
http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/ams.fetchTemplateData.do?template=TemplateO&navID=
http://www.rodaleinstitute.org/Organic-Price-Report
http://www.ncagr.com
http://www.ncagr.com/markets/index.htm
http://www.ces.ncsu.edu
http://www.agr.state.nc.us/stats



